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Featured Specs
• 1.5Ω Atomizer
• 17 Watt Output
• 2ml POD Capacity

Sweetness redefined, Strawberry is the decadent e-liquid blend! Luscious berries and 
cream create an irresistible vapor of immense taste while its lingering smooth flavor is a 
characteristic precursor for repetitious enjoyment. Now apart of our Ns20 line, this 
designer nic salt vape juice draws a higher VG concentration for pure cloud pleasure!

What’s better than a sweet, tangy Key Lime Pie? Key Lime Cookie emulates fresh, 
straight-from-the Florida Keys! Just like the traditional pie, a sweet cookie note enhances 
an instantly recognizable tropical flavor reminiscent of the days of summer. An Ns20 nic 
salt rendition of a world famous favorite, this tangy citrus experience is only a vape away.

Where refreshing watermelon meets the coolness of mint, Watermelon Chill is a unique 
combination to beat the heat. Sweet and ridiculously smooth, this Ns20 designer nic salt
e-liquid is formulated to offer a max nicotine experience for incredible satisfaction and 
can be appreciated with all mechanical mod and/or dripper devices. 

A tried and true original, 555 Tobacco is a favorite among the Element vaper faithful. 
With it’s wickedly smooth tobacco taste pairing notes of hazelnut, almond, vanilla, and 
caramel, this Ns20 designer nic salt e-liquid carries a seriously deep tobacco base, 
providing the rich yet incredibly smooth flavor that is beyond compare. 

An award winning vape juice praised the world over, Pink Lemonade is a flavorful 
lemonade blended with delectable red fruit for a sweetness that’s refreshingly smooth. 
An Ns20 designer nic salt e-liquid experience well-known for it’s deliciously intense taste,
Pink Lemonade is sure to be a longstanding favorite of endless delight. 

Icy cool to the core, Frost is a gratifying menthol vape blend for the mint lovers of the 
world. Delicately sweet with a chill finish, this high VG vape juice brings a refreshingly 
smooth vape experience. Ideal for use with mods and drippers, this Ns20 designer nic 
salt e-liquid offers high quality flavor for continuous max nicotine enjoyment. 

Chill out poolside with the vape-quenching Neon Green Slushie. An incredible 
combination of intense neon green lime over endless slush ice yields a zestiness 
sweetened to perfection. A seriously tasty menthol juice with endless cloud-producing 
potential makes this Ns20 designer nic salt e-liquid the ideal taste bud tantalizer.

Soothe your mood with the award-winning Honey Roasted Tobacco. Well balanced, this 
vape juice yeilds rich tobacco draped over delicious notes of nutty caramel, velvety 
vanilla and a sweet hint of honey on the finish. Incredibly smooth, this full-bodied Ns20 
nic salt e-liquid delivers a max nicotine vapor experience as unique as its flavor.


